**Ready Jump Tips**

1.) To keep your jumps looking like new for years, try to keep them folded and out of direct sunlight when not in use. They are UV protected but all plastic will break down over time.

2.) You can clean your jump with any household cleaner, just be careful not to damage the stripes on the jump bar.

3.) It is necessary to set up your jump on a relatively flat surface. If there is something under the bottom ground bar it will cause the uprights to spread apart. If this is happening, simply adjust the position of the jump to avoid the bump. If you are using your jump in thick grass it may be necessary to push the ground bar into the grass with your foot to keep the uprights parallel.

**WARNING !!!**

Exposing your Ready Jump to extreme heat may cause damage. Avoid leaving your jumps inside your car during hot weather. Exposure to temps over 125 degrees F could be a problem.

Please direct any question about your new Ready Jumps to:

www.ClipAndGoAgility.com  mark@ClipAndGoAgility.com  810-516-9167